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EUserv offers Anniversary-Winter-Server with Intel
"Kaby Lake" architecture and 50 IP addresses

Jena, 20.11.2017 - Already since 10 years the Internet Service
Provider and datacenter operator EUserv Internet publishes its "Winter Servers" just in
time for the start of the cold season. For the anniversary this year, the "Winter Server
2018" is equipped with fresh hardware based on the Intel "Kaby Lake" architecture, 50
IPv4 addresses and 2000GB FTP backup storage.

Today's performance for the price of past times

A look at the technical features of the "Winter Server 2018" reveals the versatility of this
dedicated machine. With its Intel Pentium G4600 dual-core processor, 16 GB DDR4 RAM
and two large 3TB hard drives, this allround-talent can be used for smaller virtualization
projects, online shops or database hosting as well as for game-, mail- or web-server.

In addition to the Gbit connection and Traffic Flatrate, there are other reliable features
such as 24x7 webreset, reinstallation, monitoring and traffic evaluation as well as vKVM
and ReverseDNS. The range of  installable operating systems includes  numerous Linux
distributions.

Like the first "Winter Server" in 2007, the current anniversary offer is also available for a
monthly price of 45 EUR. The servers are delivered and hosted in  the own datacenter of
EUserv Internet in Jena/Thuringia.

The offer "Winter Server 2018" is strictly limited to 50 servers and valid until 20.3.2018 or
while stocks last.

All information about "Winter Server 2018" at:
http://go.euserv.org/ue

About Euserv Internet

EUserv is a business unit of the Internet Service Provider ISPpro Internet and represents a
rapidly growing brand of webhosting, domain-registration and dedicated servers. ISPpro
Internet has its own data centers as well as its own European-wide area network and is a
member of DENIC, eco, RIPE, NIC.AT and RA Italiana. Since 1998 the company serves
over 65,000 customers.
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